QuickTesting ®
A Software system for the automation of Multiple choice
based examinations.
 The system can be used for automated scoring of Multiple choice
tests, statistical analysis of the examination results, creation and
management of MCQ Tests and creation and management of
Question banks.
 QuickTesting can be used with the powerful Scantron OMR Scanners (for large Scale examinations) or any twain image Scanner (for
smaller scale examinations)
 QuickTesting is an ideal solution for University examinations, Professional qualifications bodies examinations and Military schools’
examinations.

Basic functions of the Software
 Creation and administration of MCQ tests
 Scanning of the OMR answer sheets, extraction and validation of answers data.
 Automatic scoring of the answer sheets and printing of examination results.
 Statistical analysis of examination results.
 Creation of examination file containing all relevant examination data.

Question types supported
by QuickTesting






Multiple-choice.
Multiple-correct.
Open text questions.
True-False.
Extended Matching

Types of tests that can be used in QuickTesting






Multiple choice tests with 4 alternative answers per question.
Multiple choice tests with 5 alternative answers per question.
Tests with True-False questions.
Tests with multiple correct questions with 4 or 5 alternative answers per question.
Tests with extended matching questions.

Positive and negative scoring options per question
For each individual question we can define the
value (a positive number, usually 1) of the correct answer and the penalty (0 or negative
number, usually 0) for the wrong answer.

Question Banks
 Creation of question banks per subject,
lesson or lesson group.
 Ability to relate questions with educational objectives, content, book chapters.
 Ability to organize question in categories
and subcategories.

Tests
 Easily create multiple choice tests.
 Automatically import question from excel.
 Create versions of the same test by reshuffling the questions (and the alternative
answers)
 Automatically create tests by selecting
questions from the question banks or use
the wizard to ask QuickTesting to create a
test for you.
 Output the tests in PDF format for massive printing.
 Ability to incorporate pictures in your
questions.
 Ability to use scaling in scoring.

Answer Sheets
Our Company undertakes the design and printing of OMR answer sheets according to the strict
specifications of the recognition software/
hardware modules of QuickTesting and your requirements (logos, number of questions).
The answer sheets printed by our Company are
tested and approved for the successful scanning
and extraction of data.

Statistical Analysis
 Calculation of average and standard deviation of student scores per examination.
 Production of histogram of scores per examination.
 Detailed statistical data per question.
 Statistical evaluation of examination value of
each question of a test.
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